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Snarling Wolves Ready To KO EO T_oday
Mountaineers Are

RETURNING ALUMNI WELCOMED BACK
New Officers Will
Be Named Tonight;
Dance Climaxes Day

LAM

Happy, hurrying alumni pressed
through registration procedures this
morning., anxious to find time to revisit favorite campus scenes and
VOLUME XXVII
professors before the Big Game this
afternoon.
Highlight of

the

alumni

year,

Homecoming and the annual Alumni Banquet this year is expected to
draw more than 200 back to campus.
Election of new officers for the
association is the prime point of
business at the annual business
meeting to follow the banquet in
Todd hall this evening
Earl Kidd, vice-president of the
association, will preside in the absence of Miss Sylvia Claggett, president, who is in England as an exchange professor of art.
Miss Claggett's "trade," Miss Alice
Pendlebury, formerly of Stand Girls
Grammar School, Manchester, England, will be a speaker at the banquet.
Dr. H. M. Gunn, president of
OCE, will also speak at the dinner
session.
Former faculty members at OCE,
now retired, who will be honor
guests at the banquet include Miss
Katharine Arbuthnot, Miss Ida
Mae Smith, and Miss Edna Mingus.
The alumni project of a color and
sound moving picture on student
life at OCE wm be discussed. OCE
has recently purchased a very good
moving picture camera with which
this type of film can be made. Details concerning this equipment will
be found elsewhere in this Homecoming Edition of the Lamron.

Frosh Attacked
Bonfire Destroyed
The courageous Frosh class
was hard at work late Friday rebuilding its bonfire. General
sentiment on the campus was
strongly that the Frosh had
been "jobbed" and the traditional American sense of fair
play had been overlooked by the
attackers.

First Single-Wing

OCE

Opponent for OCE

RO
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Dr. D. A. Brodie, '94, Presents Famed

Fossil Collection To OCE Science Dept.
/Postl Prepares Exhibit
For Class Demonstration
I

The life-long work of an OCE
alumnus of the class of 1894 has
brought science students at OCE an
I exceptional collection of fossils for
Istudy.
Dr. D. A. Brodie, now of the Poinsettia hotel, Avon Park, Florida, has
made a gift of his extensive collection to the school. Dr. Brodie's collecting work has won high praise
for its exceptional degree of accurate identification and completeness.
Dr. Brodie's intense interest in
1 paleontology began during his early
education at OCE. The first gradu.• ate of Washington state college's
) department of agriculture, in 1898,
Dr. Brodie spent his working life in
1 the service of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture.
I Since retirement from government service some years ago, -Dr.
Brodie
visited almost every
Iarea of has
the United States and Canada, pursuing his search for rare
~nd valuable fossils and other specimens.
His extensive collection has arrived at OCE and is now in process of
being catalogued and recorded by
Anton Postl, OCE instructor in sciSCIENCE INSTURCTOR ANTON POSTL prepares section of Brodie ence.
Dr. Brodie also plans to present
Fossil Collection for use in class demonstration. Collection is gift of
Dr. D. A. Brodie, of Class of 1894, Dept. of Agriculture expert who other sections of the main collection to the Avon Park, Florida, high
spent years in visiting almost every area of U.S. and Canada to assemschool, and to the new high school
(News Bureau photo)
ble it.
at Puyall~p, Washington, where he
was in cha~ge of the _state agricultural experiment station for many
years.
-M.W.

!

I
I

·, I

Feature tilt of the season as far
as the OCE Wolves are concerned is
today's Homecoming game between
the Bill McArthur coached Wolves
and Bob Quinn's Eastern Orego~
Mountaineers. The "ll's" have exactly opposite records for the season, the Monmouth Educators going undefeated in five games and
the LaGrande crew yet to taste victory in five contests.
In going through five fracases
without scar, the Wolves have been
definitely set up as favorites to
whip the Blue Mountain gridders.
By comparative scores, OCE is a six
touchdown favorite. Oregon Technical Institute "up-set'' EOCE 14-6,
and the Wolves dropped the OT!
squad 33-0, giving the Monmouth
eleven a 47-6 edge - or six touchdowns-throwing in the same number of extra points.
'Modest Mac' Uneasy
Modest Bill McArthur isn't accepting any bets on his team, and
will be quite satisfied if the Wolves
carve out a one-point victory. Right
now, McArthur's crew is the only
undefeated and untied collegiate
team left in Oregon. The Wolves
will be out to improve their status
today and it is generally conceded
that they have a battle on their
hands in the EOC Mountaineers.
The Mountaineers opened their
'49 schedule against Linfield, and
the Wildcats mauled them 49-0.
Northern Idaho turned them back
20-12. Next came a 12-0 set-back
for EOC at the hands of British
Columbia. OT! dumped them next
14-6. TWo weeks ago the Mountaineers apparently hit their stride in
staying with the College of Idaho
"11" all t he way before bowing 3325. The Blue Mountain boys were
idle last week-end and have had
two weeks of strenuous drills to prepare for their role of "giant-killer"
here today.
Winston Air-Minded
In Harry Winston, the boys from
over the mountain are reported to
have an excellent passer. His four
touchdown passes apinst C of I are
evidence enough. Winston is a
freshman from Milton-Freewater.
Jim McAllister, another freshman, collared three of Winston's
touchdown heaves against Idaho.
McAllister is a LaGrande high product and played with the Up-State
team in the Shriners' all star game
in Portland this fall.
Bob Terry, three-year letterman
at fullback, is another team standout. He is considered a very fine
blocking back and an aggressive
driver. He also is from La Grande.
"Tub" Calls 'Em
Ferman "Tub" Warnock handles
quarter-backing chore~ for EOCE
and is considered a better than average signal-caller. A junior, he is
(Continued on Page Four)
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Traditions of Homeco_ming Told

After Study by Lamron Reporter

At 12 :58 Friday morning a large
By Mildred Wilson
group of juniors, seniors and a few
sophomores destroyed the HomeAnother Homecoming is here,
coming Bonfire rebuilt at great ef- and with !ts coming brings to mind
fort by the Frosh this week.
many of the traditional things we
Using commando tactics and wea- here at OCE associate with every
_pons including rag-wrapped bottles Homecoming.
full of gasoline, the upperclassmen
Have you ever thought what a
crept up on the few freshmen Homecoming would be like without
guarding the pile and after a vio- our bonfire tradition, the house deelent struggle succeeded in overcom- orations, the slogan contest, or the
ing the guards. The huge mound Homecoming dances? Or perhaps
of old lumber, barrels, boxes, and you would miss mostly the rally.
other materials was set afire, and the half-time "tug-o-war," the
burned.
mums, the Whisk.erino, or the
During the struggle, many mis- l Alumni banquet.
(Continued on Page Eight>
As you know, each year the fresh-

COMMITT~E WELCOMES ALUMS
We, the Homecoming Committee this year, have striven to make
this a memorable Homecoming for you, the alumni of OCE.

We hope you will renew your college acquaintances a,t registration, the big game this afternoon, and your own annual banquet tonight.
In "Funland Frolic,'' the Homecoming dance in the P.E. buildmg
this evening, we think you will find the crowning glory for an active day.
Our best wishes to you. We'll all be doing our darndest to make
this Homecoming the happiest -since you became an alum.
HOMECOMING COMMITTEE,

John Herbert, chairman,
Barbara Gates, Ted Shorack.

men have charge of building a bonfire to be lighted on the Friday
night before the Homecoming contest-unless the sophomores beat
them to it! This year the freshmen
efforts received quite a setback during the Vanport game. And they
had such a good start, too!
The house decorations, the Homecoming slogan, and the Whiskerino are all contests with prizes given to the best and most appropriate. Much effort needs to go into
all three events but the result is a
more enjoyable time for all.
Let's not miss either the freshman and ·sophomore "tug-o-war"
between halves o! our Homecoming
game. For several years now this
has been almost forgotten, let's
,.support it this year.
Both Friday and Saturday nights
there are to be the traditional
dances in Maple hall. We'll hope
to see you all there.
Last, but not least, we come to
the traditional Alumni Banquet to
be held Saturday at 6 :30 p.m. in
Todd hall. All Alumni are welcome
to attend. It's a wonderful time to
get together and find out how the
rest ot we teachers live.

WELCOME, GRADS!

Falling leaves spread a welcome mat
For the Alumni of OCE
The football team will play a bangup game
For all you grads to see.
Each house on campus outdid the
others
With decorations galore;
To please former OCEans
Who did these same jobs before.
So make yourselves at home, gang!
And join us 1n the fun;
Because Homecoming ls !or you

graduates,
From age nine to ninety-one.
-D.M.

GREETINGS FROM DR. GUNN
DEAR HOMECOMERS:
On behal! o! the students a.nd faculty of your alma mater, I wish
to extend you all an official welcome to the 1949-50 Homecoming. You
should be proud of your College this year. We have a great staff, a fine
football team, an outstanding student body, and a long range program
for the improvement of the campus and buildings. If there is anything I
can do to help you enjoy your visit, drop in to my office before or a.fter
the game. We're all glad you're here. Please plan to attend all of the
Homecoming activities, game, dance, and banquet. Arnold Arms, West
House, Varsity House, and Todd Hall will have their lounges avaUable
for rest or reacquaintance. May we have man:v more Happy Homecomingir.
Cordially yours, B, M. GUNN, President, OCE,
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'January Thaw'

Todd Hall Dining Room Enlarged

Kitchen Modernized

Chosen as Play

66 Now in Practice

490 Teachers On Way

January Thaw, a three-act comedy that William Roos has adapted
, from the novel by Bellamy PartOut of a student body of about 600, about 490 students are delvmg
Under the supervision of Mrs. Lorna Jessup, dormitories director, ridge, will be this fall term's play.
Todd hall has undergone s0111.e remarkable changes.
It is scheduled for December 1- 2.
into secrets of how to teach children. This means that 81 % of the student
Perhaps the most significant of these ls the addition of 18 feet in
The story deals with two families body should eventually be teachers. Now 66 students, or 14% , are practhe length of the dining hall. The
who are thrown together during the
tice teaching in the Monmouth and
floor of this area has not yet been
housing shortage. Novelist Herbert
J Independence elementary schools.
Most of the 66 students are in kin!~:~!t::
i:a:~tinv~:;~s~:~

~~

ferent dinmg halls, as students did
last year, we can be together as one
bigi happy group.
Kitchen Improved

The kitchen, too, has been made
a much more convenient place in
which to work. The cupboards have
been painted a light cream color
instead of the drab brown they
were last year. our table tops are
now made of kosoweld, which is
much easier to clean than was the
dark colored wooden tops. Just a
few days ago, fluorescent lighting
was installed in the kitchen. No
longer will the kitchen help have to
suffer from poor lighting.
In the space which is now a part
of the dining room there used to be
a wooden pass-pantry where the
·
students in the caf et eria lme
wa1·ted and an old bakery where bread,
flour ' and Other Such l·tems were
kept in wooden boxes. The bakery
bas now been moved to one corner
of the kitchen where the bakery
stua1~npelriess_o·narecakseteprts.in sanitary con'

Ammoma Plant Removed

J

11

\.o
Have
pBXege
phTo
ones

~::\r~r\~:::;e:;~th~:m~~~=~~ Achievement

squatters", from down in New York
City, who have moved into rural
Combined with the improvements Republican New England where t):l.e
of the underground power system straight-laced Puritanical old Rocknow under way we soon will have woods with their beloved only son
a new telephone system on the Matt, join them. The situation is
campus, called a 'P.B.X. This pri- brightened by Barbara Gage's colvate board exchange will handle all legiate fiance, George, and by the
campus calls ,and bring about a Rockwoods' quaint dear old Uncle
more efficient telephone service.
Walter.
•
Instead of all calls being sent
The maid Frieda "who is more
through the down town central, we than a maid-definitely one of the
will have our own board exchange. family" is played by Helen Fonger.
This exchange will be suitably lo- Elmer Spencer is a heroic Herbert
cated in the administration build- Gage; his antique collector wife .
ing. There will also be a marked Marge, is being attempted by Jusincrease in campus phones.
tine Haberlach. Their daughters.
The number will jump from 20 at I Paula, about 13, and little tomboy
present to a possible 50, and give an Sarah are taken by Margot Burestimated 100% improvement in I ridge and Phyllis Adams. The glaservi·ce.
mour g1·r1 part of Barbara 1·s Mary
The cable for the new exchange Campynol's and her fiance is George
system will be laid in the trenches TenEyck.
where our new power system is beJohn Ulrich and Helen Van Hine
ing installed. All lines of both sys- appear as Jonathan and Mathilda
terns will now be underground.-L.D.
(Contillut:a on P<><>e
...., seven)

I

I

I

Putnam v·,s·1ts School Org. Class
I
More Speakers Are sCheduIed

dergarten, primary, intermediate,
and upper grades or are student
principals. Others are in physical
All students who wish to en ter education, art, music, or are internsupervised teaching in the winter ing outside the towns of Monmouth
quarter of 1950, are required to sue- and Independence.
cessfully complete an achievement
Monmouth has the only kindertest, and to make out the necessary garten. The students in art, music
applications. The achievement test and P.E. teach at Monmouth. In
is scheduled for Tuesday, Nov. 8, the grade school itself 6% are in
in room 208 of the admfnistration kindergarten, 18% in primary, 22%
building.
in intermediate, and about 11% are
Starting times for tests in the in the upper grades. There is one
battery are: 9 a.m. Language (in- student principal.
eludes spelling and hand writing);
In the Independence grade school
9 :4o a.m. Arithmetic; 11 a.m. Read- about 8% are in primary and 10%
ing.
I are in the intermediate grades.
Please sign up for this test on the i There are three student principals.
sheet placed on the bulletin board
Practice teachers are:
in the administration building by MONMOUTH GRADE SCHOOL
November 6·
Speech tests and health tests will I Km·.dergarten '· teache1•
.
'. Mildred
be scheduled during the two weeks I Kane. D_orothy _Kirkpatrick, Portperiod beginning November 7 and 11and ; Elmor w. inther, p e t ersb erg,
Alask a; N eIda St
ending November 18.
1 z, B urns; J o Anne
Students who are interested in p ermazzi,· c 0 ttage G rove.
P nmary;
·
t each er, G race K auf supervised teaching for the winter

Tests Slated

I
I
I

quarter should secure their appli-1 mann: Barbara Gates, Hillsboro;
cation from the education office . Lois Agee, Monmouth. Teacher,
during this two-week period. All Mrs. Gibbons: Janet Sweet, Beaver-

I

There used to be an old ammonia
applications shouid be completed ton; Alice Luhde, Falls City: Teachplant in the basement for the purand filed in the education office not I er, Madelyn Golden: Gwendolyn
pose of keeping the meat cool. You
Dr. Rex Putnam, Superintendent of Public Instruction, was first later than Fridf.Y, Nov. 18. -J.H. 1Stillwell, Mary Pointer, Portland;
can imagine the confusion and of a series of educators to speak before Dr. Farley's School Organization
Marilyn Schrunk, Scio; Ann Petty,
handicap whenever there was a class on Monday, October 24_
I Monmouth. Teacher, Miss Loewenshortage of power and also how it
stein: Rosamond Almon, Lebanon;
reaked of ammonia. There has now
Dr. Putnam gave an informal leeKay Polehn, Astoria; Betty Hiebert,
been installed a modern system for
t ure on question s p ertaining to
Monmouth.
cooling meat and preserving food.
sch ool administr ation, which were
Intermediate; teacher, Margaret
Also two new refrigerators have
submitted to him by students of the
Hiatt: Joanne Clemenson, Jim
been added to the kitchen equipclass. Of particular interest was his
A new class to be officially known King, Monmouth; Thelma Serboument. It is hoped that before too
explanation of the State Textbook as . "Residence Hall Counselling" is sek, st. Helens; Mary Jane Case,
long we will be able to do our own
Mrs. Pearl B. Heath, chairman of Commission, his opinion of federal bemg offered for the first time this ' Salem. Teacher, Minnie Dixon: Gor·
· · and sen- don Johnson Lebanon· Elnora Ayfreezing and ice cream making right the art department, has received ai"d t O e d ucat ion,
and h 1s ideas of term at OCE· N"me Jumor
here i:,t school.
notice from the directors of publi- 1vocational education.
ior girl~ are enrolled and are actu- delott, Euge~e; Roger' Christenson,
In what is now the waitresses' cations of the Kappa Pi, national
The following speakers have been ally . domg field work at Todd hall. Portland. Teacher, John Black:
dining hall, there once was a re- honorary art fraternity, of her ap- 1scheduled to speak before the School
Miss Jo~n se~vey is teaching the Charles Shearer, Illa Schunk, Walpair room which was in the way pointment to the position of direc- Organization class meeting at 2:00 grouhp whkicthhrwillhmeet one hour \ ter Jarvi, Monmouth; Margaret
and unhandy to the laundry room. tor of west coast-Rocky Mountai·n p.m. in room 308, administration eac
wee 1 . oug th
outt thet year. Miss . s ears, Marco1a. Teacher, Stanley
s
The repair room has now been or- I States Kappa Pi Regional Exhibits. build_ing_- All interested indiv_i_d ua_ls eavey _exp atins
. t da. althhough the j Ruckman: Chester Hogan, Norval
1
t d to tt d
d
course is no 1s e m
e current
ganized in the basement.
Mrs. Heath will have charge of aie mvi e
a en an Jom m college bulletin it is a standard Carr, Monmouth; George Reddin,
In place of the ammonia plant in publicity, collecting and exhibiting 11 the ensuing discussion period:
course and is worth three credits on ; Bend; Ralph Hurst, Scotts Mills.
the basem en t, there is now a vege- I works of art sent from Kappa Pi
Oct. 31. The County Supermten- completion of a year's work. The INDEPENDENCE GRADE SCHOOL
table storage room. There is also a chapters that are estabiished at dent of Schools. Mr. ,Josiah Wills, groundwork for the inauguration of
p rrmary;
·
t each er, B ermce
· B a t ch 1 sb oro. T each kitchenett e fo-r
· H"ll
this class was laid here last spring e Ider: Clara D avis,
·-, the use of students, Central Washington College of Ed- Supt. of Polk county.
which contains a washer, stove, ucation at Ellensburg; Eastern Wn.
Nov. 2. Inter-Cultural Education, term when Miss Seavey discussed I er, E ve dna M cK eever: R u th T h omsink, table, chairs, and various cup- College of Education at Cheney, Dr. Lee Shapiro.
its possibility with girls who seem- as, Cresswell; Phyllis Donis, Portboards and dishes. Beside the kitch- Washington; Montana State TeachNov. 9. The District Superinten- ed interested.
.
land. Teacher, Oma Belle McBee:
enette is the apartment in which ers college, Dillon, Mont.; Western dent of Schools, Dr. Wendell Van· t·1an, p or tlan d ; w·1m
There are nine girls in the class G 1"lb er t Chns
1 a
Mrs. J essup and Miss carter live
State College of Colorado, Gunni- Loan, Supt. Corvallis schools.
now and each class member has I Spacek, Harrisburg.
In .vhat was the back dining hall son, Colorado ; Oregon State college
Nov. 16. School Finance and Law, been assigned 12 to 15 underclass , Intermediate; teacher, Mary
last year, t here will event u ally be at Corvallis; University of Southern Mr. Lester Wilcox, Asst. State Supt. women to work with at the dormi- H e1en G wmn:
·
I van s m1·th, c orne1several lovely double rooms and a California at Las Angeles, and here Public Instruction·
· s ; Herb ert ' Sch unk , Monmouth ;
tory. The girls enrolled in this class I m
~e~. 2. The Elementary ~c~ool are Vivian Boyce, 1 Jackie Christen- I Jacqueline Christensen, Springfield.
boys' and a girls' dressing room for at OCE.
the convenience of the waiters and
Prmc1pal, Dr. Elmer Ensz, Prmc1pal I sen, Margery Hartung, Elizabeth J Teacher, Miss Plagakis: Betty Doowaitresses.
TODD HALL KITCHENof Monmouth-Independence elemen- Hoyser, Delorah Mallett, Nelda Sitz, ley, Buxton; Charles Chittick, SaEquipment Added
of Before & After
tary schools.
Kay Polehn, Gwen Stilwell, and I lem. Teacher, . Mary Donaldson:
Various things in the way
Dec. 5. The Parent-Teacher Asso- Helen van Hine.
- J.H. David Dillon, Wallace Agee, Rodney
equipment have been added to the
Shown at right in old kitchen are ci!ttion, Mrs. C. A. Fratzke, Vice1
1 Petty, Monmouth; Harrell Smith,
kitchen itself, among these are George Redden, Mrs. Nina Park, Pres Region No 9.
Gardner
Mr
·
·
Mrs. Hutchinson: "Why is music
stoves and dishes.
s. Blanche Mogle, Mrs. Hilda
Dec. 7. Mrs. Jennelle Moorehead,
SPECIAL· ASSIGNMENTS
an
icy
street?"
like
d Mr Mary McDonaId. State Vice-Pres., PTA.
Well on its way to being usable is S wensen,
· d an
t 1 ft s.
· th
d
· d
G
·
Don w1·1son.· "Because you 've got I Student principals; Monmouth:
P
the middle stairway which will go
01se a e m · e d"
mo erruze
Dec. 9. Mr. eorge Corwm. and to c sharp or B flat."
Bill Floyd, Klamath Agency. At Infrom the basement to the third kitch en b ef ore servmg inner are
Dec. 12. Standardization
dependence: Herman Johnson, Carl
!-?-!floor and will be a great conven- Eric Rohde, Ruth Walker, J ohn Certification, Miss Florence BeardsPeoples, Monmouth; Hugo Schwabe,
Know something new? Find a Silverton.
ience to the girls in, getting their Mackey, Betty Rose Hilton and Mrs. ley, Elementary Education Director,
(Continued on Page Eight)
Blanche Mogle. (News Bur. photos) State Dept. of Education.
Lamron reporter!
J
tContinued on Page Elgllt)
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I

Class Underway

I

I

I

I

I

·
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By H. M. GUNN
President, OCE

, All students planning to complete
Two famous Americans visited our neighborhood within the week
requirements for the three or four
DISHES AND DIRT STILL PROBLEM
left
messages that should be indelibly impressed in the memories of
and
year teacher training course, or for
. "Tell 'em t~at things /are definitely better, but we a junior certificate, in December, teachers and students.
Clarence Streit, author of "Union Now," claimed by many critics
still need contmued cooperation on the! dishes and are asked to call at the registrar's
dirt problem." That's the straight scoop from the office as soon as possible and fill to be the greatest book of our time, left this thoug,ht with his audiences in
out the necessary forms.
management at Maple Hall.
Salem. We must not lose sight of the goal of peace in a world of free men.
Any students completing work Peace alone is not enough. Peace can be had in a totalitarian state and
There's no reason why, with a student body which
has the ability and the intelligence of this term's this term and wishing positions af- can there be achieved more easily than in a democratic society where free
ter Christmas should see Mrs. Anmen discuss the problems of peace. The society of free men must come
bunch, this dual problem of "dishes and dirt" need
drews in the placements office and
continue to plague both manager and users at Maple make their wants known. Several first, peace will follow. Teachers and future teachers should remember
Hall.
positions are already available.
that. Day after day we meet as citizens in a free society. We cannot take
it for granted. this free society of ours. It was hard won and it needs
A little more thoughtfulness and a little more
There will be a meeting of the
care will go a long way to kill the problem for all con- Wesley Foundation at 7:30 p.m. on constant nourishment. Herein, then, lies the first message of a great
cerned. Let's keep the improvement and do our best Sunday in the music room at Todd American. Let us strive for a world of free men in which peace can
abide.
to eliminate both "dishes and dirt" as a sore spot in hall.
Stephen Max Corey, Director of the Horace Mann Institute of
OUR student union.
Mr. Josiah Wills, Supt. of Polk
P.S.: We hear from on high that our long-await- county, will speak before the School Teachers College, Columbia University, addressed the faculty at OCE
ed phone booth in M.H. is about to become a reality. Organization ·class meeting at 2:00 and a guest audience from several colleges, universities, and local school
But it makes it tough on those responsible to ask for p-.m., Oct. 31, in room 308, admin- systems at Todd Hall last Saturday evening. The theme of his address
istration building. His topic will be
more facilities at M.H. when the present ones are still "The County Superintendent of was that American schools need to understand and teach better the thh'lgs
being abused.
'
Schools. Dr. Leo Shapiro will speak which children desire to learn and that 8chools need to spend less time
on Nov. 2 to the same group on In- in attempting to teach things which children do not desire to learn. I
STUDY CAN BE EASIER
ter-Cultural Education.
shall not expand upon the theme. Those of you who desire to hear more
Having trouble getting your grades? Maybe vou
Mr. Walter Snyder, Asst. state of it should discuss it with the faculty members who attended the meetdon't knOW hOW Or Where to Study.
•
Supt. of Public Instruction, will ing. The implications of Dr. Corey's thesis are, of course, many and some
For example, Maple Hall (better known as "Nie- speak to the Health Education class of them are obvious. What are the concerns of boys and girls at six, at
otine Nook") is a swell place for a bull session, quick in room 308 of the Adm. building at nine, at 12, at 15, and at 18? These are questions for which teachers
.
8:00 a.m. on Dec. 8. His topic will
Car d game and COffee, Or a p l ace to JUSt
plain relax
should have correct answers. When the answers are known and you will
' be,
"Special
Educational
Services learn them, then we are really ready to teach the boys and girls of a
but as a Study hall l•t J·ust doesn't Work.
Available
to the
Teacher Through
Anyone sharp enough to concentrate in Maple the Oregon State Department of free society.
Hall doesn't need to study anyway.
.
Education." All interested persons
If you don't already know Clarence Streit and Stephen Corey, I
Likewise a room full of fellow students doesn't are welcome to attend this meeting. suggest that you become acquainted with them quite intimately by readrate very high as the ideal study environment.
watch for the annual "Sadie ing "Union Now" and "Methods of Teaching."
According to the University of Illinois Student Hawkins' Day" dance - Friday,
Committee of Freshman Advisers, high school stu- Nov. 4. costumes! Prizes!!
dents, and especially college freshmen, , considered j All student .;_,ives are invited to
Welcome Home, Alums! All the members of the Lamron staff
these seven "hints" as aids in making their grades in attend the meeting of the co-Weds
school:
club to be held at Maxine Wilson's wish to extend a cordial greeting to you in behalf of ourselves and the
"Plan a daily schedule including classes, exercise, apartment above the city hall on student body.
f
d l
Tuesday evening, November 1.
Many new things are happening at OCE; the Lamron is attemptUn an Seep.
Betty Belknap and Edith Hogan
"Stud ·
•
• ht
·t·
t
d k l
ing to reflect these activities, and to perform the prime duties of any
ymg In an uprig
pOSI IOn a a es C ear are planning the entertainment and
of pictures-or anything else distracting-is more have asked Dr. Denis Baron to talk. community newspaper; to inform, entertain, and interpret the OCE story.
conducive to studying than· lying in a bed or lolling
There will be a short business
You, our graduates, are the basis for the high reputation which
in an easy chair.
meeting at 8 o'clock and Dr. Baron this College of Education enjoys. we, the teacher trainees now on campus,
"Keep your work up-to-date. Don't let it pile up speaks at 8:30.
will hold your accomplishments and skills as our guides in our own prountil just before exams. Attend classes regularly.
Sigma Epsilon Pi handbooks will fessional lives.
"Sleep and rest ~re absolutely necessary for clear go on sale this week. Wat.ch the bulLet's all work together to keep OCE known as one of the best
thinking. Jt isn't smart to _stay Up all night before an letin boards for further information. Colleges of Education in the Northwest: let's all strive to make our Colexam.
lege the finest training school for educators on the Pacific Coast.

Lamron Staff Welcomes Alums

CALENDAR Of COMING EVENTS

"Sitting at a desk and day-dreaming is not study- Monday, October 31
ing, and too many hours of day-dreaming induce fa6:30-Athletic council
tigue, not wisdom. It is better to break away from
7:30-Social Education meeting
7:30---cnmson "0 "
books entirely for a whiJe and then go back to them.
"If, while you are studying, you find yourself Tuesday, November l
8:oo· p.m.-Special showing ofhyh • k"
t Ill ing Of some little tasks YOU should take Care Of,
giene film, CH auditorium. All
make a list of them to get them off your mind. Then
freshmen women required to
you can concentrate much better on the subject at
attend.
hand.
Wednesday, November 2
"Don't be frightened by what others say regard11:00 a.m. - Assembly, Dr. Leo
ing certain courses, teachers, and exams. Form your
own opinions. Different people have different likes
and dislikes."
As an added suggestion, if things do not seem
to be going right, see your teachers or adviser: it may
help a lot.

:::iir:~ds~ei:~~tr!~at~::r~~~:
cation. (11 a.m. classes at 10no 10 a.m. classes.)
6:30 p.m.-WAA, all women are
invited.
7:00 p.m.- Band practice
8:15 p.m.-Modern Dance
Swimming Night
Thursday, November 3
USE IT - OR YOU MAY LOSE IT!
All afternoon-Testing for all the
OCE has been very considerate in establishing a
freshmen who missed entrance
students' post office here in school. The post office is
located in Campbell hall-open all day. The purpose is
exams
6:30 p.m.-Collecto-Coeds
fi
to bene t the entire student body by a special ar6:30 p.m.- staff and Key
rangement to aid in easy communications.
6:30 p.m.-WAA, all women in-
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There seems to be too little use of this student
vited
..
. 1 OCE SOLVES
post office. Most of the students neglect the oppor8:00 p.m.-Movie, CH auditorium
Country~ons_table: Pardo~M1ss, SKY 11,1YSTERIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
9 oo
IVCF B'bl
but swimming 1s not allowed m this
n
1 e st u dY in lake."
tumty of mformmg and bemg mformed through this
: p.m.The mysteries of the constellaspecial student function
We are very fortunate to
. dorm
City Gal· "Well why didn't you tions and the heavens will be mys.
·
,
Fnday, November 4
·
'
have such a convement post office for student use. I Football with SOCE (there)
tell me before I undressed?"
teries no ionger to OCE students.
law
The science department has purCon t ble "Th e · 't
Y et even a f ter a b out fi ve wee k S Of SCh 00 l , t h ere are Sadie Hawkins' Dance
•
s
a
~
.
e:.
¥11
no
chased
and assembled a three-inch
1
still students who never attempt to look in their mail- Sunday, November 6
against un ressmg.
reflector telescope which is underboxes.
7:30 p.m. Wesley Fellowship, Todd between students.
going tests by Anton Postl of the
Studen~s lack. apP,reciati?I: for having th~ir ow_n
hall, music room
students should _make the most I scie~:e faculty.
.
boxes possibly without reahzmg the convemence lS
.
.
use of the post office. Any sugges-, T, _ telescope Wlll be used as a
the boxes while gomg to or from tions or ideas for improvements for class demonstrator and for actual
at hand. .
classes. Personal contacts or friend- I the students' post office will be ap- observation of such phenomena as
It requires only a few seconds to take a glance at ly notes surely would be welcomed I preciated.
'lunar and solar eclipses.
-M.W.

!
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EO's 1-'W'ing Big Problem for Wolves
'Modest Mac' Sees EO Odds
Better Than Records Show

Pardon Me, Pal -- End of the Line!

Starting lineups:
LOWEL WINTERS ...................... REL .............................. HANK DECKER

P:HIL WARD .................................. RTL .............................. BOB McKEEVER
JIM BAILEY .................................. RGL ........................ ARCHIE PADBERG

ESTER WILFONG .......................... C .................................................. LANGLE
BOB COOLEY ................................ LGR .................................................. DAVIS
BOB WILKINS .............................. LTR .................................. TOM THAYER
GOLDEN YESKEY ...................... LER ...................... BRUCE HAMILTON
FERMAN WARNOCK .................... Q .................................. ABE JOHNSON
HARRY WINSTON ...................... LHR ........................................ ROBIN LEE
JIM McALLISTER ...................... RHL .......................... CORKY VAN LOO
BOB TERRY ...................................... F .......................................... KEN MAINE
EOCE Reserves: Willard Schilling, Gene O'Brien, Jerry Sherwood,
Herman Lawson, Henry Lind, ends; Guy Henderson, Henry Sherman,
tackles; Dick Hesselgesser, Don Waldum, guards; Bob Quinn, Roy Walter, centers; BY Bender, Bud Dausener, Owen Allen, J. Courtney, backs.
OCE Reserves: Tom Hill, Marv Hiebert, Lyle Hay, Len Staudinger,
Don Stryker, ends; Dick Vanderzanden, Bud Marshall, Glenn Schroeder, Robert Neillsen, tackles; Tom Turner, Merlin Marsh, Frank Rinaldi, guards; Ray Cummings, John Wade, centers; Ralph Capasso,
Paul Lee, Bull Palmquist, Vernon Hart, Roger Dasch, David Powell,
Bud Michaels, Dick Salveson, Jim Wasch, Vince McGinley, backs.
(Continued from Page One>
from Enterprise, Oregon.
The Wolves began their winning
ways Oct. 29, when they outclassed
the Whidby Island Naval team 39-0.
Linfield, victor the week before over
EOCE, fell before the Wolves 27-14.
George Fox College (formerly Pacific College) played a determined
game but couldn't keep pace with
the Wolves and bowed 20-0. The
Vanport Vikings, after leading in
the first quarter 13-0, bogged down

HCRecord

Looks OK

Our Homecoming, as we have it
today, originated on the OCE campus in the year of 1927. At that
time the school team was called
the Pedag0gues and the school was
named Oregon Normal school. That
first game was played with SOCE;
and the affair was called the "Nor- VANPORT'S "TUG'' THORPE was held for no gain in this first quart er action picture at Monmouth as.
the OCE Wolves stopped the Vikings 25-13. Whitie Palmquist, OCE full back, makes the stop and coming up
mal classic."
to help him is his mate, Dick Vanderzanden, a tackle. The win was No. four for Bill McArthur's clan,
Although a complete record has
I
never been compiled, OCE has won
nine out of 15 homecoming games,
losing five and tying one.
This, when you stop to consider
the size of the student body, is quite
Jayvee footballers at OCE are the win-loss column this year. They in their only games this season~
a feat. Many of these games were
keeping pace with the varsity in have rolled to two straight victories (Linfield's JV encounter last night,
against much larger schools.
was too ,late for deadline.)
Some of the scores were:
In their first encounter they set
down the highly touted semi-pro
s~
St. Paul Mustangs 13-0. The game·
1930 EOCE-O .................................. 50
was played in knee-deep mud at
1931 Chico state-12 .................... 19
1932 Pacific Lutheran--0 ............ 19 1
BY Marv Turner
ing the bench for Coach Roger Fol- the St. Paul rodeo grounds.
Dick Salveson tallied the first
' 1933 SOCE-12 .................................. 7
A recent survey has been made of gate, but with experience, saw
1934 St..Martins--0 .................... 101 our faculty and some very interest- p~enty ~f. action. Th~ugh .various as Jayvee touchdown of the season.
1936 Pacific Lutheran-14 ............ O ing results have been compiled. For his pos1t1ons were m high school scoring on a pass from Roger Dasch.
1938 SOCE-6 .................................. 19 instance, did you know that Dr. baseball, he stayed pretty C:lose to in the first quarter of the Mustang
1939 EOCE-6 .................................. 20 Farley once held an unofficial third base in college where his _val- fracas. Vince McGinley booted the
1940 Reed college--0 ...................... 20 world's record in the 100-yard dash ue was recognized early and he extra point. In the second period,
Frosh football ace, Bud Michaels,
1941 Reed won
while at University of Missouri? or played a lot of ball up there.
''MODEST MAC"
wormed and squirmed his way 18
1946
Lewis
&
Clark-19
..................
6
that
our
registrar,
Mr.
Lieuallen
Mr.
Postl-Probably
Mr.
Postl
Coach Bill McArthur
yards
for the final OCE points.
1
1947 EOCE-6 .................................. 0 lettered three years in baseball and has about as different a high school
Coached by Gustavus Langle and
and were dumped 25-13. Last week 1948 SOCE-6 .................................. 13 football at Pacific U? These and and college athletic record as anyOCE trekked to Klamath Falls and 1949 EOCE-?? ................................ ?? many other interesting sidelights one, in the school. You see, in Aus- Bob McKeever, the Jayvees contincompletely humbled the Tech Owls
come to the fore when the subject tria where he attended high school ued their winning ways at Junction
33-0. In humbling the Owls, OCE
is delved into. Here's a list of the there , are no interscholastic ath- City on O<;t. 21. Nearly every back
showed their best performance of
men and their high school and col- 1etics and the emphasis is on dif- on the Jayvee squad "starred" as
the season. They completely dominlege activities:
ferent activities. So he "majored'. the frosh completely humbled the
ated play a n d garnered 526 net
Dean Dewey-Attended Emporia in studies and as a sideline took up under-manned Junction City team.
yards from rushing while holding
Kansas, high school, which was at- mountain climbing, skiing, swim- 42-0. Coaches McKeever and Langle
OTI to 14. First downs were just as
The Intramural situation has tached to Kansas State Teachers ming, bicycling, camping and oth- cleared the bench in this game and
bad for the Owls, they got one to changed greatly this year. Due to college, hence he participated in er types of outdoors activities. In even sent some of the starting squad
the Wolves' 28.
the large turn out for varsity and college athletics in high school a" Hawaii, where he attended college to the showers before the final perWolves Lope Along
freshman football there have been well as college for a total of six he continued his interests in moun- iod was under way.
During the season's play, the lo- only four teams entered for the years of college sports. He played tain climing, tackling various peaks
Out of the 40 men suiting up for
cal gridsters have averaged 412 yds. championship.
halfback and fullback in football in the Hawaiian Islands, one ot today's varsity contest, a number
per game from rushing and passing,
This four-team situation is ad- ran the low hurdles, sprints, anc.' which was the 14,000 foot Muano will be Jayvee performers of last
and have held opponents to a net vantageous however in that it al- broad and high-jumped. He ran the Kea. He was captain of the climber night-depending upon the amount
yardage gain of 120 per contest.
. lows for a short season before the 100 in 10 sec., one of the first men club in Hawaii. •
1 of action they saw against Linfield.
"Touchdown twins" Robin Lee I rains commence, yet each team to accomplish such a feat in the
Dr. Farley-When he attended
and corky Van Loo, have sparked plays a round robin of games or two state of Kansas. This he did while Nevada, Missouri, high school he college meet he ran a 9.6 hundred
the McArthur men all season long. 1 games with each club.
still in high school. He ran the 10- participated in every sport they that was better than the official
They lead in touchdowns with five
Currently there are two tearru, flat other times on through hi8 had. In football he lettered four world's record. This w O n him
apiece. Both should be considered .struggling for supremacy, in fact it track career but never got any bet- years as an end and halfback. In recognition on the n at i O n a 1
Little All-American calibre. In the is a torrid race between Buckley's ter. Why did he go on to college basketball he lettered four years as honor roll. He also held the unline, Big Hank Decker has shone Sexy Six and Padberg's Burglars.
if he couldn't better himself, huh? a forward. But track was his main official world's·record for the 50-yd.
brightly. His defensive work is tops
West Ho-qse and Arnold Arms are
Mr. Lieuallen-While at Ione high interest. He ran sprints, 9.8 for the dash with a time of 5.2 seconds. we
and his pass-catching antics are the lower division clubs.
school (that's in Oregon, really) he 100; high jumped 5 feet 7 inches could use him on the college track
unsurpassed. He is the Wolves' top
Team standings are:
lettered four years in baseball and with no coaching and broad jumped j team (at least some one as fast as
candidate for Little All-American
Won Lost Ptcge. two years in basketball, but played i 21 feet 6 inches. He went to the he is.)
honors.
Padberg's ...................... 4
1
.800 no football. In baseball he played I National high school meet at the
This article will be continued in
McArthur will stick with his pla- Buckley's ...................... 3
1
.750 right field, third base and pitched University of Chicago where he later issues of the Lamron. -M.T.
toon system for this afternoon's West House .................. 3
2
.600 Later at Pacific U in Forest Grove I came in sixth in a field of 97 in the
contest with but one minor change. Arnold Arms .............. 0
6
.000 he went out for football and made 100 and 220. When he went to Uni- I
.
(Sports action pict'ures by News
Archie Padberg will start at one o.."
Buckley's game with West House the team three years in a row. Of versity of Missouri, he settled down
the guard spots in place of the in- on Thursday night was postponed course, as with all great athletes, he j to specialize in the sprints in which Bureau; Abe Johnson shot by Coach
jured Dale Sparks.
-R.B. because of rain.
only won slivers the first year warm- he did very well. In an all-Missouri Bob Knox.)

OCE JV's
Undefeated
I

~~~r 6~;t·· ~~~~:. . . . . . ... .~-~~ Faculty Famed for Sports

Prowess in Student Days

I

Burglars Top
l'mural Ball

I

I

•
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Sports Scraps
By "Whitie" Baglien

Undefeated OCE takes the field
this afternoon with an unblemished
record to protect and up-set-minded
EOCE is the opponent. The two
"11's" have exactly opposite seasonal records. Five wins and no defeats
for the Wolf gridders, and no wins
and five losses for EOC.
However, in their last outing, the
Mountaineers gave the strong College of Idaho squad a scare before
bowing to them 33-25. Tom Winbigler, C of I's Little All-American
candidate, scored three of the Idaho
crew's touchdowns.

• • • •

•
minutes
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It~s Not Cricket

(Ed. Note: "It's Not Cricket," says last over.
Miss Pendlebury, describing our furAt the tinkle of tea-cups the onious football. Our English exchange lookers rise from their shady
Arts Professor practices her typical knolls and wicker chairs and wend
British wit for the benefit of Lam- their leisurely way pavilion-wards
ron readers in the following story.) for the tea interval. Tea? Oh, tea!
By Alice Pendlebury
The conversation is muted and
Cricket! Oh, cricket. The very polite: "Jolly good show young
word evokes a mood and conjures Brooke put up, he plays a straight
up a mental picture of the sunlit bat; another season at the nets and
village green surrounded by centur- he might even play for the Gentleies-old trees spreading their leafy men next year, or maybe the year
branches to form pools of deep green after!" "I thought the umpire was
.shade where one reclines at ease and . a trifle unfair giving Carter minor
watches the white clad figures mov- 1 out L.B.W., it could not have been
ing gracefully and sedately around more than half an inch." "No, old
that sacred piece of turf, the crease. II man, definitely three inches but
The stillness and quietude of the don't you think Brown major stonelast summer, therefore jumping the scene is broken only by the sound 11 walls a little too much, however he
ranks of the "simon-pures." Buck- of the ball on the bat and the polite certainly has style." "Two lumps or
ley played a lot of baseball and bas- handclapping at the end of the t hree or did you bring your sacchaketball for the Wolves and his absence from the diamond and basketball court will be felt by Knox ,
and the OCE students who know
his ability.
A fellow by the name of Chet Ho-

Decker has played in 270
out of a possible 300 this year! That
is an average of 54 minutes a game.
Not many football players can
claim a better record.
Robin Lee got away on three TD
romps against OTI but had two of
them called back for penalties. Lee
scored on a two-yard buck and the
two scores called back were rims of
40 and 25 yards respectively.
Perhaps some of you are concerned over the status of Claude Buckley, OCE student and former star
performer for Coach Bob Knox's
baseball team. "Buck" signed a pro
contract with the Salem Senators

l

rine?" "Good Lord, fish paste sandwiches again, I must speak to the
committee about this, it's not cricket!"
No sir! It definitely was not
cricket! Crash! Bang! Hi! you there
out of my way! Popcorn! Popcorn!
The p~gent smell of sawdust assails the nostrils, excitement grows,
a paper pellet whizzes past ti1e ear,
the band blares (apologies to Mr.
Stowell), the pitch is acid green in
the bitter glare of the floodlights.
The wooden floor resounds with the
stamping of feet as the flood of red
sweeps over the green. Who are
these men? Are they men or creatures from another planet? Goodness, what shoulders! What is that
gyrating piece of humanity balanc1Continue d on Page E!ght)

I

Harry Winston, sensational frosh
halfback for the Mountaineers, personally took charge of all the EOC
TDs. He heaved four touchdown
passes and his running mate, Jim
McAllister, hauled three of them in.
Winston's favorite target is McAllister and the two have figured in
nearly all of the Blue Mountain
boys' scoring. McAllister has tallied 31 points for EOC this season. gan, roaming around the OCE
'-luarterbacki "Tub'' Warnock has campus, was quite a passer wh~n
the other. 12, the Mountaineers hav-1 he played for the Wolves back m
ing scored only 43 points this year. the pre-war days. In 1941, Hogan
had himself quite an afternoon in
OCE mentor Bill McArthur has throwing the ball around. OCE was
no scoring reports at all on the playing Pacific college (now George I
Mountaineers, and he is basing his Fox) when Hogan completed 20
claim that if the Easterners could out of 27 passes! story came out in
battle College of Idaho all the way. the Lamron that there was a rumor
they're going to be just as tough that a passer down at Stanford was 1
or a tougher hurdle for OCE to get nearly as good as Hogan. Who was I
over. At any rate, today's Home- that Stanford aerial artist? Frank- I
coming battle rates as a knock-down ie Albert!! Chet now shows his
and drag-out affair.
wares with the Burglars' intramural
Henry "'Hank" Decker, laid claim team and his record with them is
to Little All-American honors last probably even better.
week-end with his performance
against the Oregon Technical Institute. Your writer viewed proceedings at Klamath Falls, and can recall at least five instances when he
broke through the Owl defense to
VAN LOO COMES THRU "Corky" Van Loo, OCE left half, sails smoothly through the open door to pay
throw Tech backs for big losses. He
By Dick Salveson
dirt (note foot on goal line) as Vanport Vikings' Smethurst, 22, watches in consternation. Kenny Maine, 59,
also found time to gather in five
OCE's Wolves, once again becomOCE fullback, seems to have the unidentified Vanport player fully occupied. The Wolves defeated the
aerials, one of the spectacular va- ing a powerhouse in Northwest gridVikings 25-13 to score their fourth consecutive victory
riety. Decker gathered in a second iron competition, have gone undeperiod pass from Abe Johnson with feated in five games and are one
one hand while pushing away the of the 41 undefeated college ~!evens
pass defender with a stiff-arm.
left in the nation.
Bill McArthur's crew, sparked by
Another thing we like about this
Decker guy, he can go all the way. backs Robin Lee and Aubrey "Corky"' van Loo, have copped all their
Snow bunny season is here again,
games by wide margins this season. snowbound at Timberline Lodge for
In the five contests played, the three weeks. Who wants to go?
Seriously, though, our Ski Club is
Wolves have 144 points to oppon,e nts' 27. This is an average of 29- planning at least one bus trip to Mt.
minus points per contest, while Hood and several more if the interholding opponents to a 5-plus point est is great enough.
Also high on the list is our •Ski
average. In rushing and passing net
yardage, the Educators' average per Club formal dance to be scheduled
•
game is next to phenomenal-412- for next term. Lots of fun for evyards to their victims• 120. In first eryone.
downs, the W olves have collected a
Anyone interested in skiing or in
total of 87 to their opponents' 38. working on our dance committee
Vanport's Vikings were the only will please get in touch with Phil
-P.J.
team to score first on the Mon- Janz.
mouth crew, and they were cut
down 25-13 after 1eading 13-o at ·sock 'Er Sal!
the end of the first quarter. The
Vikings netted 114 yards in the
The past four weeks 108 girls takgame-89 of them in their offensive ing physical education have been
first qu arter.
playing outdoor soccer. The game
Bill McArthur is three- deep in can be rough so that is the reason
nearly every position on the squad for the shin-guards that the girls
and that has been a determining wear. The football team will have
factor in the Wolves' success this to be careful for the three PE classyear. OCE has one of the better es will soon be running them comlines in the Pacific Northwest, and petition, and fellows, they can kick!
there are a host of backfield men
In the coming weeks the classef
eager to perform should a starting will be playing speedball, Miss Ruth
back have reason to be "pulled."
Lautenbach, physical education inThe Wolves tackle Eastern Ore- structor, announced. This game was
gon here this afternoon in a game originated by Elmer D. Mitchell of
that promises to be a "hum-dinger." J the University of Michigan in 1921
Eastern Oregon College dumped , as a part of the men's intramw·al
OCE in the Wolves' 1947 Home- sports program. Since then it has
coming game, but the Wolves de- become popular with the girls, too.
feated the Blue Mountain boys 40Even with all the strenuous play14 last year at LaGrande. The EOC ing no one has been seriously inMountaineers have yet to garner a jured. Ths only casualty reported is
victory this season, but are expect- Pat Johnson, a freshman, who has
ed to be "up" for the Wolves. Mc- a sprained finger from a tumble
OCE QUARTERBACK, Arnett 'Abe' Arthur says he is expecting a tough that she took on the locker room
Johnson, throws a jump pass.
battle.
stairs.
-M.S

I

'Corking, Old Boy, A Bit of All Right!'

I

I

OCE Slate
Unsullied

Sno Fooling,

Outta My Way!

Skiing Near

I
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Strong National Commission Formed ·Jo Aid Education
OFFICERS OF NEW NATIONAL CITIZENS GROUP

Crisis Brings
Plan of Action
New York, N.Y.-Henry Toy
Jr., duPont Company executive
and founder of the Council for
Delaware Education, has been
appointed Executive Director of
the new National Citizens Commission for the Public Schools,
Roy E. Larsen, president of
Time Inc. and chairman of the
Commission, announced today.

Training Films
Planned by OCE
OCE scored another "first'' recently with the purchase of a Cine
Kodak Special Model 2 camera.
Lens equipment includes a wideangle lens, a normal lens, and a
telephoto lens.
Accessory equipment includes a
special optical finder to match all
lenses usable on the camera. There
is a special turret attachment which

l ,ff<.Y''

the newly formed National Citizens Commission for· the Public· Schools has named the a?>ove four officers.
Fi;:om left to right: Roy E. Larsen, Chairman, president of Time & Life; James F. Brownlee, Vice-Chairman,
Former Deputy Administrator of the OPA; John A. Stevenson, Treasurer, president of Penn Mutual Life
New York, N.Y.-Aroused by the lnsurance Co.; and Leo Perlis, Secretary, Director of the National CIO Community Services Committee. permits
instantaneous changing
continuing nationwide crisis in the
from one lens to another.
public schools. a group of promiThrough optical and mechanical
nent men and women have formed
I
devices built in with painstaking
a National Citizens commission for
craftsmanship, the camera 'will do
the Public Schools which will work
almost any movie trick effect that
for concerted action by citizens in
1s possible in regular 35mm prorestheir local communities, it was ansional work.
nounced here today.
Few men ever consider teachmg
The children flock around my like little children.
The main purpose of the camera
The Commission has received in the primary grades. Yet Gerald desk in the mornings and hold my
Many people tell me they could is the production of "Oregoninitial financial support from the Hamann, an OCE graduate who is hand during recess as they would not do the job because they do not grown" training films built around •
Carnegie Corporation and the Gen-· teaching in, Gresham this year, tells with a woman teacher. However. know what to do. The answer to real teaching experiences in the
eral Education Board.
us that he enjoys the work very they like to play and show off be- this lies in the fact that training campus elementary schools. It will
Dr. James B. Conant, president of much. The following is a "man's fore me. When hurt or in trouble is necessary for primary teaching also be used occasionally by the
1 they come to me for comfort and just as it is for upper grade teach- News Bureau to cover major sports
Harvard university, hailed it as ,eye" view of primary teaching:
1
"potentially the most important Dear Lamron Readers:
aid as well as to the otherteachers. ing. Once men try the primary events, and to present a bird's eye
move for the advancement of pubI was a bit dubious my first day
"Man Teacher" is the name at- grades, I believe their attitudes will view of curriculum and facilities to
lie education taken in the last 50 of school this year for I was to be tached to me since the beginning of change in favor of primary teach- prospective students.
years."
the first grade teacher and I wasn't school. And so far there has been ing.-Gerald Hamann.
-M.W. · The camera was purchased after
Nation's Leaders
sure how everyone concerned would no disapproval ext>ressed. The town
consultation with all leading audioThe Commission is composed ex- react. But I like my work with the people have accepted the idea of a
visual experts in the state, includclusively of laymen, many of them primary grades very much. I would man first grade teacher very well. ing Curtis Reed of the Oregonstateoutstanding in business. labor, law like to give a few amusing and yet
I believe that other men can enGeneral Extension Division and
and publishing. Its members are important experiences that I have joy teaching primary grades if they
George B. Cox, Professor of Indusconvinced that because of the grave encountered so far this year.
trial Engineering and Industrial
challenges America faces in today's , During the first week of school
Arts at osc. Bought at an approxworld the prime need of this coun- one little girl would ride home at
Under the supervision of Charles imate cost of $1000, the camera is
try is a wise and informed citizenry. night on the bus. When it stopped
Chittick, business manager, the intended for the use of the wholeFor this reason they feel that the
sale of the 1949-1950 Grove will be- college and especially for the Eduto let her off she would refuse saypublic schools have never before
gin next week. Don't wait-reserve cation department.
ing, "I want to go back to school. I
been so important to the nation have a man teacher and I like
The program of training leadyour copy on Monday, Tuesday, or
Because of its highly technical
and that there is a special urgency
ing to a special education cerWednesday of next -week.
nature, the camera is to be oper_school."
in the problems of the public
tificate, will be officially inaugThe total price will be $3.50. You ated only by skilled technicians. At
schools today.
urated during the winter term,
must pay the total price now or you present, Mr. Ruark, Mr. Keithley,
The members of the new ComDr. Louis Kaplan, education
may pay $1.00 down and the rest and Mr. Knox are the only ones on
mission point to the lack of clarity
:,
department head, announced
when the Grove is published next the campus trained to use the
in educational goals, the shortage
today.
spring.
equipment.
of trained teachers, overcrowded
Plans are under way to proThere will be tables in both
The purchase of this camera isclassrooms and the serious inequalvide clinical experiences for
Campbell hall and the administra- only the first step in aR_ ultimate 10ities of educational opportunity for
Surprise-You are a parent!
students who wish to prepare
tion building so that you may re- _ year program on campus to imchildren in many parts of the naLast year the associated students
themselves in the areas of reserve your copy.
prove our educational facilities and
tion as well as of the public school of OCE adopted Walter Joame Demedial or corrective reading, in
DO IT SOON!
-M.M.-M.W. standards.
problems which should be of direct Craeye, a 14 year old Belgian boy,
child guidance, and other specconcern to us all.
through Foster Parent's Plan for
ial problems of children.
The Commission is the flrst incie- War Orphans.
Students who are interested
pendent national association of layWalter was made homeless and
in this program, should cvntact
men dedicated to the improvement fatherless by the war. His father,
Miss Emma Henkle or Dr. Denis
of the public schools established in a dentist until the Germans occupiBaron before they plan courses
this century, and as it gathers suf- ed Belgium, worked in the underfot the winter quarter.
flcient information and knowledge, ground until July, 1944, when he
will act as a clearing house of in- was seized and taken to Germany.
A. F. HUBER
formation on public school pl"ob- It wasn't long after that until the
lems for local groups throughout De Craeye home and all their pos"SMILING, COURTEOUS SE~VICE"
REAL ESTATE
the country. The Commission plans sessions were destroyed during one
Monmouth, Oregon
Phone 464
to cite outstanding examples of of the bombings.
communiW action for the improveIt is through our sending $15 a
ment of public schools.
month that Walter receives food,
La.rsen Heads Group
clothing, medical care, and schoolRoy E. Larsen, president of Time ing. He is our joint responsibility.
PERK'S DRY CLEANInc., is chairman of the commission
W!henever one of Walter's e:idING & LAU.NDRY
Its other officers are: James F cellent letters is received it will be
Brownlee former Deputy Adminis- posted in the administration buildtrator of the OPA, vice chairman, ing so that you may read it.
8-hour special service
John A. Stevenson, president of
From time to time OCErs will
on dry cleaning!
Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co., have a chance to help Walter and Free pi'ckup & deli'very
treasurer; and Leo Perlis, director his family. Here's a real "solid" way
of National CIO Community Ser- to do your part in repairing damPhone Monmouth 442
vices committee, secretary. The in- age-both physical and socialBACK TO THE CAMPUS
itial membership, which will even- wreaked by war's cruel fate. Watch We give S & H Stamps!
tually total sixty, includes twenty- for more stories about Walter.-H.F.
eight p€ople from 'many sections of
FOR YOUR BIG HOMECOMING!
the nation.
"No one can examine the probTHE VOGUE
A GOOD PLACE
lems facing our nation today withSEE YOU AFTER THE GAME AT
out realizing that public education
TO EAT
is more important now than ever
Ladies' Coats,
before in our history," Mr. Larsen
MONMOUTH
HOTEL
Suits,
said in announcing the commission
"More than 9 million adults have
and
Dresses,
completed less than five years of
COFFEE
SHOP
Lingerie and
school, but what is even worse, uncounted millions of our children are
-Les Loch
Infants' Wear
Monmouth Hotet Ph587
today being handicapped by grossly inadequate schooling.
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Grove Sales

start Monday

I

Special Ed. Classes

Open

w•,nter Tierm

I

ASOCE A·1d·1na
Be1gian 0 rphan

KO

- EO

BARNEY'S GROCERY

Grads

• •

OCE Welcomes You

I

CODER'S
The Student's Store
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CampusHouseNews Entrance Tests
Dated Nov. 3

A

ld A
rno
rms
Last week-end, Hiromi Kimizuka

PAGE SEVEN

Santee I-leads
Ed. Unit at PU

Dr. J. F . Santee, formerly of the
freshmen boys doing a fine job under the direction of Larry Bell.
The English and psychological OCE faculty, is now head of teachNow all we've got to do is guard it. tests are to be given again on er education at Portland University.
went to Portland with Gil Christ-N.G. Thursday, Nov. 3 , in room 208 of Dr. Santee, former social science
professor, was a popular and wellfan. Since Hiromi J~t ca~e t o 0 ~
1the administration building. These
eountry from Hawaii, this was his TT
U
·
known personage on the OCE camfirst chance to see the town. The V
nOUSe
~sts are reqw:ed of all students, pus for many years.
with the except10n of transfers who
boys spent all day Saturday runVarsity House's president, Ralph h
t k
th t ts
h
d
Not only is he well-known here
.
,
ave a en e es eIsew ere an
mng around town. They bought Capasso, extends an invitation to h
h d th
t
f
d
d on the campus but many of his
.
.
ave a
e scores rans erre an
1Iirom1 a topcoat which he had all OCE students and Homecoming th
h h
writings on a wide range of subjects
I d t k th
never needed before, since he wore visitors to inspect Varsity House on
ose w O ave a rea Y a en em. have been published. Dr. Santee reThe English test will be given at
only short-sleeved shirts all win- Saturday. The fellows believe they
ceived his B.A. from Oregon State
8:45 a.m. and the ACE psychologihave a Homecoming display worth
ter.
cal test will start at 1 p.m. Failure college in 1926 and was awarded
Hiromi had never been on esca- your attention,. Come and see!! 571 on the student's part to take these his M.A. from the University of Orlator before and was quite fascin- E. J ackson ~treet.
tests at this time will make it egon shortly after. Later he was
ated at its works. Never had he
A lot of time has been spent by necessary for him to pay a fee of $3 granted his Ph.D. from the Univerbeen in such a large city before and Frank Rinaldi, Ralph c_apasso, for cost of administering the tests sity of Washington.
we suppose he was n ever out of Dewey J ames, an d Carl Lmgo to again, and failure to take the tests
Dr. Santee, who reached the reGil's reach for fear h e would get make the h ouse a success.
.
tirement age last year was a recogmay result m cancellation of a stulost. On t h e way back tc., OCE he
nized campus wit. He would give
t
t
t
t
dent's registration. If any student
was quite impressed by the fog,
answers to most any situation in a
Varsity House's Carl "Ct>rky" Lin- is in doubt as to whether or not he
which he bad never experienced
very subtle way. Some of the acabefore. He's still smiling, though. go copped the Homecoming slogan has taken these tests, he should demic material of his courses may
prize with his KO-EO (Knock Out- check with the registrar's office.
be forgotten, but his former stu§ § § §
Eastern Oregon.) Lingo's prize windents will long remember his peneFinal score on the intramural ning slogan was chosen for the
-B.W.-P.N.
football game between West House word picture it paints. varsity with Dave Powell, Bud Michaels, trating wit.
and Arnold Arms was 13-7 in favor House has scored once and they and Tom Thayer, got up at 4 a.m.
of Arnold Arms · Seems the boys a t still have plenty of backs to carry on Sunday after playing ball Sat- '
·
. urday night to hunt south of KlamW es t H ouse aren't domg
so well, so the ball in the future.
get back on your high horse, felath Falls. Varsity House members
(Contl.uued rrom Page TWoJ
lows. It looks as if the boys from
t t t t
enjoyed fried pheasant last Mon- Rockwood. Ford Forester will por"Out We&t" would do better punchRuss "Whitie" Baglien was chos- day night. Marsh shot a deer in the tray that spittin' and chewin' shaging cattle.
en captain of the frosh team in the I Bend area the week-end before.
gy little old character, Uncle Walt§ § § §
traditional tug-of-war. Saturday at
-C.L. er. The wolfish lady-killer, Matt
Homecoming has kept the guys I half-time of the Home~omin!t.
Rockwood, whose mother says she
around here quite busy. Under the game the sophs and frosh will pull TXT
just doesn't know where he got his
supervision of President John Mac- to see if initiation Will continue. If J' J'
good looks, and she wishes he'd been
key, several of the boys have been ' the frosh win, it's over.
Welcome back, Alums! We're glad born different so's he wouldn't be
t t t t
to see you on the campus of old I plagued by girls all his life-is Wilworking on posters and getting our;
John Wade, Merlin Marsh and OCE again. We hope you enjoy !is Love. Rex Burris is cast as Cardisplay ready. We want to thank
John and the boys for their fine George watts, OCE gridders, came yow·self during Homecoming week- son, a local representative of law
work.
up with seven pheasants, five ducks, end anci that you find many old and order, and George Slawson will
§ § § §
and two geese in a week-end of friends. Incidentally, when you pass perform as the Gage's HarvardFollowing the premature Home- hunting. The ducks and geese were J West H~use please . notice the trained lawyer.
The cast is under the direction
coming fire during the Vanport brought down in the Klamath Falls Homeco~mg decorations. Ralph,
game, there has been a gang of , region. Marsh and Wade, hunting Merle, Cllff, Rex, and all the rest of of Coach George J. Harding, who is
the fellows have put in long hours being assisted by Joan Metcalf as
.
getting the house ready for the student director.
-J.H.
week-end and we hope you like it.
Also, we hope the judging committee likes it.
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Although most of the fellows in
/ the house have kind faces, the majotity of them are cruel, inhuman
monsters. The way they torture
that poor defenseless piano is
1 enough to bring tears to the eyes of
anyone with a drop of pity in his
heart. From eight in the morning
until eight at night the poor thing
is beaten and mauled by these
fiends. They say it's all in the in; terest of art, but what art!

TUSSY

J

I
I

'RICH
CREAII

SALE

!

Hofstetter Gets
Ideas for Library

OCE's librarian, Mrs. Dessa Hofstetter, is back on the campus this
week after completing a tour
through the libraries of several colleges in the state of Washington.
The purpose of this trip was to obtain some new ideas possibly to be
incorporated in OC;E's new library.
Mrs. Hofstetter visited the libraries of Eastern Washington College
of Education at Cheney, Central
Washington College of Education
at Ellensburg, and Western Washington College of Education at Bellingham. Enroute she visited the
Whitman college library at Walla
Walla.
The library building committee,
consisting of Miss Emma Henkle,
Mrs. Pearl Heath, Miss Jane Dale,
Mrs. Hofstetter, Roy E. Lieuallen,
Ellis A. Stebbins, Everett Van
Maanen, and Dr. H. M. Gunn, h as
met twice with the architect, Mr.
Phillips, of Phillips & Wolf. The
last meeting was also attended by
Chancellor Paul Packer and Dr.
Byrne, secretary of the State Board
of Higher Education.
Plans are to be presented for approval at the next meeting of the
State Board of Higher Education.
TODD HALL MIRACLE

A miracle has occurred at
Todd hall! No longer is a student awakened by the "anvil
chorus" - the "Bolero" - like
sound of pounding pipes. Alarm
clocks may now be given a
chance to ring; the clanging
competition is no more.
Long live Mrs. Jessup and
Mr. Tomkins!
(We understand that th e
change involved adjusting some
-J.G.
valves!!)

Refresh ... Add

Zest To The Hour
The Coca-Cola Company
brings you . ..
Edgar Bergen with
Charlie McCarthy

,r,r,r

CBS Sunday Evening

Lyle was standing otit in the upper hall with a rubber ghoul mask
on the other night when Howard
came up the stairs. Howard roundJ ed the corner and let out the most
I ghastly sound you ever heard. He
1 leaped up in the air
and came
1
down running for his room. He reappeared in about 10 seconds carryj ing two pills in one hand and a
J glass in the other. Muttering something about nerves, he disappeared
around the corner.
J

I
At this enormous saving,
it pays you ,to buy two
or three jars ahead on
famous-formula Tussy
Rich Cream! This golden
night cream marvelously
helps to soften and silken
even the driest, tiredest
skin! It combats fatigue
lines and discourages
dry flakiness. Tussy Rich
Cream helps you achieve
a softer, clearer complexion! Try a jar on sal8
today-use it lavishly!

$
$1.75 size ... now
limited time only

$3.00 SIZE, NOW $1.95

I

,r ,r ,r
Rumor bas it that there are new
desks on the way. We even went so
far as to determine as to whether
or not we wanted right or lefthanded ones. Nothing has come of
it since, tho. Everybody busy studying for exams. Better sign off and
hit those books.
-J.S.

Plus ewe

Britt Rexall Drug
Store
INDEP ENDENCE, OREGON

- :-

PHONE 19

POWELL, HILL &
MORLAN
I NSURANCE

Ask for it either way ••• both
mean the same thing.

I trade-marks
140 W. Main St.
(across from City Hall)
Phone 541
All Types of Insurance

nomeo uNoeR AurnoR1TY oF THE cocA-coLA coMPANY sv

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
©

1949, The Cocc-Colo Ccmpony
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HOW IT WORKS

PLATTER

IT'S NOT CRICKET

Your Student <iovt.

CI-IATTER

But It's Fun to Watch

By Don Plummer
Hi! Want to be kept up to date
on late popular recordings? My aim
is to keep you in tab with a few suggestions on the latest releases. The
plain truth is that my tastes, like
those of everyone else, are individual and quite unpredictable; nevertheless, I'll do my best to provide
you with a suitable cross-section of
popular waxings.
The fine vocal styling of Billy
Eckstin°rs
"'Body and ""
qoul."' and
'1
also his "Biue Moon" make these

(Ed. Note: This story was written from information fur(Con tinued from Page Five)
croaking in a most odd manner!
nished by John Ulrich, ASOCE President. It explains the working himself precariously on the edge
I collapsed into the nearest arm
ings of YOUR student government.)
of the stand doing? ,
.
chair I And then t o bed, to restore
The Associated Students are fortunate in possessing one of the
A yell leader, very remarkable, some semblan ce of order to my
most liberal and democratic forms of student government under the
most remarkable! His throat pulses shattered nerves. I would write a
existing Constitution. In the near future an organization chart of the
madly, he plunges this way and s onnet in praise of our team. No, it
Executive committee and the two
that in weird and wondrous con- ought to be an ep ic poem. But the
student Couhcils will be placed in
tortions. Injected in some str ange muse was off duty, alas ! I stretched
a conspicuous place in themainhan
way the crowd roars back at him. luxuriously and as sleep stealthily
of Campbell hall together with a
Gracious, the game has started. approach ed the thought arose in
fr ame d copy_of t h e C ons_t i·tu ti on.
my mind t h at it just was not
Play up, OCE!
Th e Execut ive C omm1ttee o f th e
The intricacies of the game are cricket!
Associated Students is com posed of
The Oregon State Board of High- records worthy of any good collec- explained between sudden bursts of
the Student Body President, J ohn er Education makes available each tion. Vocally also, I would recom- band music and yells and shouts
Ulrich; First Vice-President, Bill year a number of scholarshlps for mend Fran warren's "Where Are of the crowd. It 1s all very
Floyd; Second Vice-President, Ruth students attend ing Oregon College You." Fran is a girl to watch; she's cult to understand. The assault and I
Schultz; Secretary, Betty Dooley; of Ed ucation. Some of these schol- just beginning to catch on, but it battery rages. I can not bear to look
and Financial Secretary, Ted Sho- arships cover full tuition and fees looks as though she'll go over big.
and appeal to my companions to
rack.
($29 per term) and other cover tuA record which is gaining the tell me when it has stopped. There
Twenty-five new magazines !have
Makes Appointments
ition only ($8.50 per term.)
reputation of being Mel Torme's is a sudden hush. Someone has been
been added to the OCE library subThe Executive Committee makes
A few of each of the above schol-1 best yet, "The Meadows of Heaven," killed! Oh, dear! It is one of our
scription list. Most of these magaall appointments as provided in the arships are available for winter and is very new but sounds like it will men, there they are in a huddle
zines are of the intellectual type
Constitution and establishes and spring terms, 1950. Students who make a hit.
over the body. "Lift him tenderly,
and can be quite helpful to stumaintains student body policy..
are interested can obtain further
Frankie Laine, another stylist, lift him with care." No, the body dents in education. All students are
Any member o: the. Associated 'I information and application forms ! has several good late releases, es- rises and strides manfully forward. urged to glance through them
Students may visit either of the from the registrar's office. All ap- ' pecially "That Lucky Old Sun," (it I breathe again. But why the hud- whenever possible.
councils while they are in session. plications for winter term scholar- J grows on you) backed by "I Get dle? Is this the equivalent of the
Take a deep breath, sharpen up
Activities of the Associated Stu- ~hips should be filed with the reg- sentimental over Nothing."
~ea interval? Wh~t a novel idea it your pronouncer, and try some of
1
dents are handled by the vice-pres- istrar not later than Dec. 1, 1949.
For just good listening you might is and how considerate of Coach these for size: American Journal of
!dents and their respective councils.
try: Bing Crosby's "Bali Hai" and I McArthur to provide _them with Orthopsychiatry; American PsychoHow To Handle Problems
"Some Enc·nanted Eveni·ng"·, "Lora-I flasks of tea, o_r could it be coffee, logist; Psychiatric Quart er1y; J ourAny person wishing to present a
$
Belle Lee" and "Out of Love" by the to carry on their persons. Now I be- nal of Social Psychology; Genetic
problem to the Athletic Council
Mills Brothers; Ella Fitzgerald's, "A I gin to understand the necessity for Psychology Monographs; Journal of
may do so by presenting it in
New Shade of Blue" and "Crying"; the foundation garments. These Exceptional Children; and Nervous
W riting to the First Vice-President,
Ameri·cans thi'nk of everything' My
and Charlie Barnett's outfit doing,
·
Child.
Bill Floyd, before Friday of any
Health reports for applications i "Pan Americana."
companions inform me that I am
Other new educational magazines
week. The Athletic Council meets for admission to student teaching
f
If mistaken. Shall I ever begin to unare: A.nlerican Scholar; American
.
.
Enough about records
now.
at 6:30 p.m. on Mondays, in the are required
of all student trainees.
t· 1 orari
t
derstand.
Teacher; Child Study; Indiana UniStudent Body Offices. The council is· Appointments will not be made I missed your par icu a~tov e :·hat
Another shock awaits me, a
versity School of Education Bulle.I
note to the Lamron edi rs rmg
com~o~ed of th~ ~allowing officers. but students _may report to the OCE I bring results in our future columns. swarm of fresh men take to the tin; Scholastic (Teacher's Edition);
Publicity Commissioner, Marv TUr- Health Service for these conferfield and I make a mental resolve
;Educational Film Guide; Illinois
ner;
Intramural Commissioner. ences for the completion of health 1
·r to speak severely to Coach McArEducation,; and The Filmstrip
Ralph Miller; Varsity "O" Repre- reports any morning between 9:00 ,
thur the very next day. our opI
Guide.
sentative, Gail Davis; Yell King, and 12:00 or between 1:00 and 4:00
$
ponents seem quite worn out and
Also included are these magazines
Bill Olund; Song Queen, Letha p.m. These conferences will be held
here we are sending over fresh
concerned with various and sundry
Thomas; and one elected member from November 7 to 18.
waves to continue the softening up subjects: Consumers Research Bulof the Wome:o's Athletic Associaprocess. The blltzkreig continues letin ; Crippled Child; Dance Magtion.
The Pep Club again sponsored with renewed ferocity.
azine; Hobbies; Nation's Business;
(Continued Next Week.)
(Continued from Page TWO)
the selling of Homecoming mums I Ah, there is the coach pacing the Occupations; Physics Today; Sky
Physical education under Mr. and porn-porns. The members of sideline in a most agitated manner. and Telescope; Understanding the
Knox: Marvin Hiebert, Gale Davis. club took orders the last part of I note that the agitation increases Child; and The Yale Review.-G.C.
1 James
Wilson, Dave Powell, Mon- the week for the mums of white \ as the waves of movement press for(Continued from Page Two>
, mouth.
chrysanthemums with embedded ward and oft his hat is pushed fur"Where'd you get that date?"
cokes from the machine in the baseArt under Miss Pendlebury: De- crimson O's. The girls were also ther and further back. Perhaps it is whispered Robin to Mac, "buck
ment and also in getting to the loris Collins, Corvallis.
very busy making porn-porns.
i,ome code known only to the play- teeth, cross-eyed and bow-legged."
dining hall. The space left from the
Music; Mrs. Hutchinson: Ruth I Mums are being distributed today I ers.
"You needn't whisper," said Macremoval of the old stairwell is be- Schultz, Corvallis. Teacher, Mrs. I' in Maple Hall between the hours of
With the mad hustle and bustle "she's deaf too!"
ing made into new rooms. (One Murray: Clayton Anderson, Mon- . 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. After that the my pulse increases and before I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ;
room on the third floor will soon be mouth. Teacher, Mr. Stowell: Jerry mums will be sold inside the s~a- realize what I am doing I am yell- 1
ready for two girls.)
Leabo, Cresswell.
dium gates at the Homecoming ing and screaming in a most bloodBring your Car to the
We appreciate also the new
I t
h.
I
Hak
F 11 game Porn-porns may also be pur- thirsty manner, threshing the air'
n ems ips:
rene
e,
a s
·
DU TOIT'S
bathroom fixtures and plumbing City is teacihng in Eugene. Nan chased at the entrance gates before with my arms, and thumping my
improvements.
Jea~ Thomas Polland is teaching and during the game.
!I companion's back. Jolly good show!
SERVICE STATION
Work Just Started
th
d ' d . th' Beaumont
The porn-porn sale as well as the Hold that line! I clap my hands
e secon gra e m
e
.
Monmouth, Oregon
These are only a few of the things sch oo1 und er supervi s i on of Miss Homecoming mum sale was revived over my eyes as on.e of our men
that are yet to be.. finished, but it is Ph 11 . A
last year with the instigation of the fumbles the ball. Excitement grows
1
yis ppe.
encouraging to see that little by litPep Club on the campus. The club apace!
For
tle and day by day, progress is beis an organized rooting section
It was with a blessed feeling of
Stpp-wear
lubrication
ing made.
which works directly with the Rally I relief that I gree~d the end of the
(We give S&H Green Stamps)
Mrs. Jessup spent 20 years at Or<Continued from Page One>
Squad and has approximately 60 J game and wended my weary way

I
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Hea It h Repo rt

Now Requ1·red

l
I

p (I Ub seII
Mums to Alums
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I

Tieachers on Way

I

Kitchen Modernized',

!
I

I
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Bonfire Destroye

egon State college as Dean of Women and is experienced in observation or" situations that need improvement. Under her direction,
Todd Hall is becoming a n icer place
in which to live. Let's coperate with
her in keeping it a place we can be
proud to call h ome!
- F.I.

Prime's Service Station
PLYMOUTH -

DE SOTO

Sales and Service
GENERAL REPAIRING
510 N. Monmouth Ave. Ph. 5'18

MONMOUTH
MEAT MARKET
All Kinds and Cuts
of Meat
Sea Food Specialties
"FOOD LOCKERS"

I

d

I

I

siles such as hard grease, rotten members.
-P. N. homewards, quite exhausted and
vegetables and apples began flying.
The most serious casualty was Hiromi "Smiley" Kimizuka, Lamron
Come To
reporter, who suffered a sever e
EBBERT'S
facial bruise and heavy nosebleed
BARBERSHOP
when struck by an apple.
Eyewitn esses report th at the
for
fr osh must ered only 16 to 20 warat the
Expert Service
rtors, while the upperclassmen h ad
COLLEGE GRILL
an extra platoon or t wo. There were
Laundry and Cleaning Agency
only about three sophomores defor Independence Cleaners
MONMOUTH
OREGON
tected in the ranks of the attackers
Eyewitnesses also report clubs and
I
fists swinging in the melee.
The bonfire had already been ignited once before during the VanAFTER THE GAMEport game. There was a current ruGRAHAM AND
mor at that time that upperclassCALBREATH
men had, a hand in its destruction
BEFORE THE DANCE
though reportedly three Vikings
were caught in the incendiary act

I

I Enjoy Life

Eat Out More Often

.

-.-

.I

There is 'no liberty to men in
whom ignorance predominates over
knowledge ; there is no liberty to
men who know not how to govern
themselves.-H. W. Beecher.

)

,l

Expert repair work
Auto Accessories
Lubrication Jobs

I

.
Wagon Wheel Barbecue
J

ORDERS TOGO

PHONE 731

